
Student Supplies Needed for Ruler Work Class:   

1. Quilt sandwich at least 16” x 16” consisting of: 1- top (a solid color works best), 1- 80/20 batting, 

and/or 1- wool batting and 1- back, A second small quilt sandwich to use for setting up sewing machine 

thread tension. 

Contrasting quilting thread:  40 weight (Magnifico, King Tut, Rainbow) for quilting outlines. 50 weight 

(So Fine, MasterPiece) for bobbin. 100 weight (optional) (Kimono Silk or MicroQuilter) for detail work. 

Threads named are examples only.  

2. Your sewing machine with power cord, foot control, ruler foot (I have Clarity ruler feet available, 

e-mail me with your machine brand and model, cost is $31-41 depending on shank size), top stitch 

needles(80-90-100), extension table, and accessories incl. instruction book, oil, cleaning brush, 

screwdriver. Any ruler foot will work. 

3. Basic sewing supplies as needed including: scissors, pins, fabric markers (Mark-B-Gone, Sewline), 

seam ripper, safety pins, sewing needles, painters tape, quilting gloves, Easy Glide mat. 

4. Ronda’s Curved Crescent Moon, Ronda’s mini Arc,  circular nesting rulers, small straight cutting 

ruler(2 ½ x 6 ½ or 12 ½ x 1 ¼ or any small ruler you have) , Cindy Needham Ultimate Stencils, I have 

several of these for students to use in class or for purchase.   

 Note: please remove white plastic from rulers before class, keep circles together with painters tape. I 

have rulers and stencils available for student to try and purchase. 

6. Bring in a quilt top for us to discuss possible quilt lay out. 

 

Note: I have curved and circular rulers, Cindy Needham Stencils, and Clarity ruler feet available for sale. 

Note: I do not have a ruler foot for the Featherweight machine, and because of the size of the machine I 

do not recommend it for free motion work. 

E-mail me with your Model and Make of your machine and I will bring the correct foot for you. 

ingerblood@gmail.com 

530-409-3513 
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